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1 Foreword 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

There are a million and one ICOs coming up, and just as many 

new traditional businesses setting up every day. But if you do 

not solve the issue of Critical Mass, you are not solving anything 

at all. Mobiuz and Mobitaels very rigidly stick to this very 

fundamental of the core philosophy of business itself, at every step of the 

way. We have solved Critical Mass at every level. “ 

 

– Kairos Siddhartha Kaizen, CEO of Mobiuz. 
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2 What is Mobiuz & Mobitaels? 
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3 Mobiuz (Executive Summary) 
 

KEYWORDS: Rideshare Advertising, Transit Media, O.O.H., I.D.O.O.H., Taxi, Buses, HD Interactive Video Advertisements, Tablet, Chrono-

HyperLocalized, Time-Sensitive, Timestamp, 24-hr Turnaround Time, IoT, Big Data, Blockchain, Smart Contracts, Bidding, Cryptocurrency, 

Social Enterprise 

 

ABSTRACT: Mobiuz provides Chrono-HyperLocalized HD touchscreen interactive video advertisements to worldwide passengers of Bus, 

Taxi and Uber vehicles, and rewards the Drivers/ Operators of these vehicles for every (validated) advertisement they successfully 

deliver, through the automated Facial and Eyeball tracking AI. Marketers and Advertisers decide for themselves what is fair price for 

these AdSlots through bidding, and Time-To-Market is at an astounding 24-hrs, globally, i.e. an Advertiser in Germany is able to reach 

out to millions of targeted Singaporean customers within 24 hours. The Passengers, too, take part in the ecosystem, rewarding 

themselves with Loyalty points that can be redeemed for cash, prizes and promotions, while enjoying edutainment of businesses 

around them at their current given location. Mobiuz enjoys an extremely high, Blockchain-Class security, scalability, and marketability 

infrastructure, while boasting extremely low overheads, turnaround time and automation, thanks to its heavy leveraging of Smart 

Contract technologies. (Mobiuz warmly welcomes disopportuned persons with handicaps and disabilities into its workforce. 

Help us build a more inclusive world!) 

3.1 Business Model 
 To deliver market-priced, targeted, location and 

time based, interactive video, Chrono-

HyperLocalized advertisements to Passengers of 

Taxis and Uber worldwide. 

 Securing of AdSlots – 5 minutes. Updating of 

Advertisements – 24 hours. 

 Globally, immediately accessible in real-time – E.g. a 

Korean Advertiser may be able to directly advertise 

to Passengers in Germany within 24 hours. 

 Taxi and Uber Drivers to put up their own tablets 

(like iPads) onto the back of the front seats, and 

install the MOBIUZ App which will automate the 

entire process of delivering targeted 

advertisements. 

 Advertisers decide for themselves what is fair 

pricing through Bidding for AdSlots. 

 Drivers are paid a cut of the price of the AdSlot for 

every (authenticated) advertisement that is 

delivered. 

3.2 Features 
 Drivers need to invest or do -NOTHING-, other than 

install the app and the tablets, and turn it on. 

 Not dependent on taxi companies or app 

companies. 

 The MOBIUZ App has a facial/ eyeball tracking 

module; upon recognizing a human face, the 

MOBIUZ App will determine, location and time, and 

deliver the targeted advertisement, which can be in 

video, and also IT interactive (quizzes, surveys, sign-

ups) 

 Collects extensive Big Data to realize additional 

revenue streams and critical Business Intelligence 

and Analytics. 

3.3 Value Proposition 
 Cost Effective, Agile, Nimble, Modularity, Scalability 

through Ethereum Smart Contracts and Blockchain 

(Fin)Tech. 

 Lower development costs 

 Never-before 24hr Turnaround 

 Blockchain-class Security 

 
What a MOBIUZ-enabled Taxi may look like. 

3.4 Strengths 
 Extremely high number of Taxi and Uber Drivers at any given 

location worldwide, earning less-than-ideal income. 

 Highly effective advertising compared to current advertising 

technologies – the consumer is a captive-attentive audience as the 

passenger of the vehicle. 

 Powered by Smart Contracts and Blockchains (Ethereum) to ensure 

lightning fast and automated, secure, immediately-scalable 

transactions and program executions. No need for expensive, 

clumsy, clunky, unsecure legacy systems. 

 Fair market-based prices decided by the Advertisers themselves, 

through Bidding. Opportunities 

 Global Ad Market: USD$ 720 Bln, Growing 

 Singapore Ad Market: SGD$ 2.2 Bln, Growing 

 Awareness of massive fraud by current Digital Advertising 

Providers (including Facebook and Google!) 

 Ad Dollars massively trending towards Digital 

 Multiple eligibility for Grants.  

 

MOBIUZ supersedes and encompasses OMNOM, Finalist/ 300+ 

submissions, in the “ideasinc 2016” business competition by NTU, 

the world’s #13 PhD university, 11th May 2016. Kairos was the sole 

(ONLY) team member, where only a minimum amount of IP was 

revealed. 
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4 How Mobiuz uses Blockchain Technology 
Without Blockchain, Zero-Fraud Ads would be nearly impossible, thus the yearly $600’B problem. 
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4.1 Why use Blockchain instead of a Traditional Database? 
 

Blockchain Traditional Databases 

Authentic Records and Transactions 

Blockchain records and transactions are 

Immutable. Advertisers can’t cheat Mobiuz, nor 

can Mobiuz cheat Advertisers – it will be as 

simple as that. 

Centralized Authority 

Advertisers would have to believe Mobiuz in all 

its claimed statistics, records and transactions. 

Even the world’s biggest names in Advertising 

have been found guilty of Fraud. 

 

Secure 

The Bitcoin blockchain has not been hacked 

successfully even once since its inception in 2009 

 

Highly Vulnerable 

Banks and Credit Card companies are still 

getting hacked and funds stolen on a daily basis, 

although unreported on mass media. 

 

Very High Availability and Fault Tolerance 

Since Blockchain is fundamentally of a 

distributed nature, and each node holds the 

entire up-to-date copy, as long as a single node 

is operational (or survives a mass shutdown or 

breakdown), the Mobiuz supply chain can still 

continue at zero-loss to reliability. 

 

Single Point of Failure 

A single breakdown or fault in a traditional 

database will cause a worldwide / systemwide 

halt to operations. 

 

Histories of Records 

Growing archive of all records in addition to a 

current snapshot, including a robust data set 

useful for auditing or any instance where data 

may need to outlive its immediate use. Entries 

are timestamped and given cryptographic proof 

that data has not changed. 

 

No Histories of Records 

Information in database is up-to-date at a 

particular moment in time. It cannot necessarily 

be proven that it has not changed, especially 

because any party with access to the database 

can edit entries. 

 

 
While there are obviously pros and cons to each system (such as Databases having much better speed), these are some of the 

most important highlights of Blockchain in the Mobiuz supply chain. 
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MobiAid 
(0.5% of all MOB 

transactions) 

Mobitaels Development 

Fund 
(0.25% of all MOB 

transactions) 

Other Contributions 

Mobitaels Foundation (MF-SG) 

- Chairman 

- Administrators 

- Developers 

Holdings and Singapore Sales & 

Operations (MTPL-SG) 

- Shareholders 

- Chairman 

- Directors 

- Developers 

China Sales & Operations 

100% Full-Ownership 

Grants 

MAS (Monetary 

Authority SG) Sandbox 

SG Grants 

VCs, Angels, 

Accelerators 

ICO 
(Utility Token 

Exchange, NOT 

“Purchase”) 

ICO Participants (NOT 
“Investors”) 

- Individuals 

- Groups 
- Corporations 

- etc 

MOBs Development 

APIs to enable 

external Dapps 

Partnerships 

India Sales & Operations 

Indonesia Sales & 

Operations 

Philippines Sales & 

Operations 

Belarus Management 

New Biz Unit: 

eg. MobiEx 

 

National 

Grants 

CSR & Charity 

Events 

Volunteers 

MobiUBI 

Feed-

Back 

Committee-Managed 

Repository (NOT “Treasury”) 

Feedback 

New Biz Unit: 

eg. MobiCredit 

 

New Biz Unit: 

eg. MobiPay 

 

5 Organizational Structure and Information 
Mobiuz and Mobitaels current core team are entirely made up of dignified, honest, earnest, and criminally-clean, real 

professionals and business executives with impeccable backgrounds and histories, with ZERO incidents nor records 

pertaining to the likes of FRAUD, CHEATING, SCAMMING, AND/OR GENERAL DISHONEST BEHAVIOUR AND DISHONESTY when 

it comes to business dealings and professional work. 

 Mobitaels Foundation (SG), or MF-SG (WIP): The Issuance Entity is the Mobitaels Utility Token Developer, Issuer, 

ICO Manager, and overall incumbent for anything to do with Mobitaels.  

 Mobiuz Tech Pte Ltd (SG), or MTPL-SG: It has one Beneficiary, Mobiuz, and can and will execute grants and many 

other activities, towards and between this single Beneficiary. 

 Subsequently, MTPL-SG is also a SubContractor of MF-SG. 

The Mobitaels and Mobiuz Organizational Structure 
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5.1 More information 
 Mobitaels Foundation (Singapore) (WIP) 

o Kairos Siddhartha Kaizen as Chairman: 

https://linkedin.com/in/kskaizen, ks.kaizen@mobitaels.org, +6587487975 

 Mobiuz Tech Pte Ltd (Singapore) 

o Kairos Siddhartha Kaizen as Chairman and CEO: 

https://linkedin.com/in/kskaizen, ks.kaizen@mobiuz.com, +6587487975 

 Website:  

o https://mobiuz.com 

o https://mobitaels.org (redirects to mobiuz.com ) 

 Video: https://youtu.be/N_V3_GJDS6Y  
 Facebook: https://facebook.com/mobiuzCrypto 

 LinkedIn: https://linkedin.com/company/mobiuz 

 

 

 

 

5.2 Warnings and Disclaimers 
 

MTPL-SG, MF-SG, Mobiuz, Mobitaels, NEVER equates or describes Mobitaels (MOBs) as anything that even barely resembles a 

financial instrument, bond, equity, share, dividend, profit, security, debenture, debt, loan, treasury, stock, investment, or the 

likes, and especially items which fall under licensing and regulations stipulated by the likes of SEC, MAS, BaFIN, or their peers 

and others. 

 

If a certain John Smith wants to exchange his ETHs for MOBs, he is not an investor. John Smith is to be referred to as a 

participant of the Mobiuz ICO. 

 

Mobitaels is a utility token that can be useful within the Mobiuz ecosystem, and has no other value other than that. Nothing 

more. Mobiuz shall not, cannot, and will not, be held liable whatsoever for issues and problems arising out of such 

misrepresentations. 

 

Mobiuz itself begins with an Internet/ Computing/ IT Software or Platform as a Service, and nothing more. We are definitely 

not a Media, Broadcasting, Publishing, or Advertising service or company, although our software does solve problems within 

those industries. 

 

Please check with your own lawyers if you are unsure of anything. 
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6 What is MOBIUZ? 
 

HD-Video Ads in Ubers, Taxis, & Buses Worldwide. (Touchscreen, Programmatic, Chrono-HyperLocalized) 

 

MOBIUZ provides Chrono-HyperLocalized HD touchscreen interactive video advertisements to worldwide passengers of Bus, 

Taxi, and Uber vehicles, and rewards the Drivers/ Operators of these vehicles for every (validated) advertisement they 

successfully deliver, automatically smart-triggered through the automated Facial and Eyeball tracking component.  

 

Marketers and Advertisers decide for themselves what is fair price for these AdSlots through Bidding, and turnaround time is 

at an astounding 24-hrs, globally, i.e. an Advertiser in Germany is able to reach out to millions of targeted Singaporean 

customers within 24 hours.  

 

The Passengers, too, take part in the ecosystem, rewarding themselves with Loyalty points that can be redeemed for cash, 

prizes and promotions, while enjoying edutainment of businesses around them at their current given location. 

MOBIUZ enjoys extremely high, Blockchain-Class Security, and marketability, while boasting extremely low overheads, 

turnaround time and automation, thanks to its heavy leveraging of Blockchain Smart Contract technologies. 

 

(MOBIUZ warmly welcomes disopportuned persons with handicaps and disabilities into its workforce. Help us build a more 

inclusive world!) 

 

6.1 Not a New Business 

Concept 
MOBIUZ is not an entirely new business idea; in fact, it is a 

proven concept. MOBIUZ provides video advertisements 

inside transport vehicles such as Taxis, Ubers, and Buses. 

The difference between MOBIUZ, and the rest of the current 

operations, is in business process, sales & marketing, 

revenue generation, execution, automation, and security, 

amongst many of its compelling features. 

 

Mobiuz will be the first company in the world to bring 

blockchain to the public (neither backend nor fintech!). 

It will be the first company in the world to apply 

Blockchain in a meaningful way to the Advertising 

Industry, and the general public will see Blockchain in 

action for the first time, delivering Ads, being earned by 

Drivers, and being spent on everyday items such as 

Petrol, Groceries, F&B, and more. 
 

6.2 3rd Party Accolades 

 
Mobiuz supersedes and encompasses OmNom, Finalist/ 

300+ submissions, in the “ideasinc 2016” business 

competition by NTU, the world’s #13 PhD university, 11th 

May 2016. Kairos was the sole (ONLY) team member, where 

only a minimum amount of IP was revealed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Kairos engaging NTU post-
doctorate fellows, Professors, and 

Startup Mentors 
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7 TL;DR 

“Mobiuz will be the first company in the world to 

bring Blockchain to the public. The public will 

actually use it, earn it, spend it, watch it in action 

delivering blockchain-powered fraud-free ads; earn 

Mobitaels as can be spent on everyday things like 

petrol and groceries.” - Mobiuz 

 

“About, and up to, 60% of every ad dollar goes to ad-

fraud, middlemen, blackboxes, and all sorts of wastages.” 

– sentiment shared by the likes of Marc Pritchard, CMO of 

P&G, the world’s largest ad-spender: 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/avidan/2017/03/04/with-a-

single-speech-pgs-pritchard-signals-new-rules-for-digital-

advertising 

 

“Never in the history of Advertising has an advertiser 

been able to pick up his smartphone, create a 

campaign, and win bids for AdSlots, all within a span 

of 5 minutes, and have his ads smart-triggered 

globally within 24 hours, and with a budget of only 

$500.” 

 

Having been described as the “Airbnb of Advertising”, 

Mobiuz will be the first and only ad-delivery system in the 

world to allow for an advertiser anywhere in the world, 

despite his unfamiliarity with any given locale, to pick up 

his smartphone, create and log in to his account, and win 

bids for adslots within 5 minutes, and have his 

advertisements delivered worldwide within 24 hours. 

 

These advertisements will be free of any fraudulent 

elements, blackboxes, middlemen, and any sort of 

wastages, and will have an unrivalled efficacy in terms of 

ad-delivery, with its HD-Video, Touchscreen, Interactive, 

Relevant, and Rewarding ads. - Mobiuz 

 

“One of the most important things to note about Mobiuz 

is that with its advent, where there used to be only 1,000 

advertisers in a given area, there will now be 100,000 of 

them.” 

 

The catalyst for this would be majorly because of the fact that 

advertisers can now realistically look forward to enjoying 30-

second long, high quality HD-Video advertisements, even if 

they only had a monthly budget of $500. 

 

Previously, with $500, one can only look forward to a few lines 

worth of advertising in the obituary, or classifieds, for a single 

day. Advertisers normally needed to have an upfront capital 

of at least $30,000+ monthly before they could even dream of 

having any sort of proper advertising going on. - Mobiuz 

 

“Besides the .com, we bought up more than 400 other 

similar sounding/ looking/ typo domains for both Mobiuz, 

and Mobitaels. That’s how serious we are in protecting 

our future investors from scams and phishing.” - Mobiuz 

 

“Today, people are already screaming at the top of 

their lungs telling everyone about Ethereum and 

Bitcoin, whether they’re invested or not. Imagine if 

they were actually directly incentivized to do so.” - 

Mobiuz 

 

“Mobiuz and Mobitaels will be the next Big Thing, because 

it will be about people earning. Not people spending. 

That’s exactly what made Uber, and Airbnb, such global 

phenomenons.” - Mobiuz 

 

 

ANYONE can advertise now, especially individual agents, Social Enterprises, Charities, SMEs: 

o real estate agents,  

o insurance agents,  

o service repairmen 

o new car model launches 

o condominium launches,  

o F&B 

o professional and business services 

o a new boutique restaurant,  

o pizza promotions,  

o a trendy but micro fashion outlet. 

o and so on.. 
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8 Solving a Real, Current, ~$500’B per year global 

PANDEMIC 
 

Up to 60% of every ad dollar falls prey to ad-fraud, blackboxes, 

middlemen, and assorted wastages.”, “Ad fraud has become the 

world’s #2 criminal enterprise, far surpassing traditional criminal 

activities.” 

 

 – sentiment and statistics shared by the likes of Marc Pritchard (CMO of P&G, 

world’s largest ad spender, in a Forbes article, and in conferences), and established 

and reputable research and analysis firms. 

 
At a nearly $1’T per annum industry, and growing, that means between $400’B to $600’B per year is wasted. 

Even Facebook, and Google, have been proven several times to be involved in the cheating and defrauding of advertising 

clientele. Regularly! http://www.marketing-interactive.com/facebook-admits-to-270-million-fake-and-duplicate-accounts/  

This is the exact pain point that Mobiuz is tackling. 

 

Through the use of cutting edge and advanced Facial Recognition AI, Big Data, unique business and P2P processes, and 

empowered by the security, safety, reliability, and scalability of Blockchain 2.0+ technologies, Mobiuz will be one of the very 

few, if not the first company globally to be able to truly claim a Fraud-Free environment for Advertisers. 

 

It also helps that Advertising has always, and is expected, to grow at a healthy pace: 

http://www.pwc.com/gx/en/industries/entertainment-media/outlook.html 
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8.1 Dissecting the Problem 
In June of 2016, it was reported that fake internet traffic schemes were on pace to become the second-most lucrative market 

for criminal organizations within ten years, right behind cocaine and opiate trafficking. The Association of National Advertisers 

(ANA) estimated that $7.2 billion USD would be wasted on fraudulent ad traffic that year – less than half of the $16.4 billion 

USD that WPP anticipated could be lost in 2017. By 2027, the World Federation of Advertisers predicts that digital ad fraud will 

reach a stunning $50 billion USD. 

 

Right now, only 40% of all advertising dollars are reaching the 

consumer, the rest lost to intermediaries and waste. “The goal is to 

raise it to 70%, and there is no reason why we can’t.”  

– Marc Pritchard, CMO P&G (world’s largest Ad Spender), 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/avidan/2017/03/04/with-a-single-speech-pgs-

pritchard-signals-new-rules-for-digital-advertising/#4f95a3f61762  

 
These statistics are easier to quantify in the Digital sector, but it’s worse in the non-digital sector worldwide, since nobody is 

able to quantify or track anything. 

 

Google, for example, earned that dubious distinction in 2015 when it was exposed for charging marketers for advertisement 

views even after their internal reporting had indicated that the traffic was the result of bots rather than real people. 

 

And let's not forget about Facebook. In 2016, the social media giant was revealed to have significantly misrepresented the 

average viewing time of paid video advertisements placed on their platform by as much as 60 to 80 percent.) 

 

Ad fraud remains a top concern regarding digital media planning 

among brand marketers and media agency executives. According to a 

recent survey conduct by MyersBizNet, 78% of brand marketers are 

concerned with ad fraud and bot traffic.”  

– Business Insider, March of 2017 

 
For Digital alone, bots had accounted for over 60 percent of all traffic on the web by 2013. That same year, it was estimated 

that 22 percent of all web ad click impressions were fraudulent, largely due to bots. A later study confirmed that bots played a 

vital role in bloating digital advertising costs, causing upwards of 25 to 50 percent of money spent on such campaigns to go to 

waste. 

 

Then there are the advertising horror stories, such as the instance whereby a large British distribution company spent 

$488,000 USD on a digital advertising campaign that wound up sourcing impressions from Asian pornography sites. 

 

Ad Fraud is such a pandemic and travesty, that there is an endless trail of articles that can be found, by simply googling “Ad 

Fraud”. 
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Mobiuz is tackling the Ad-Fraud problem for the ENTIRE industry, not 

just the digital sector.  

– Kairos Siddhartha Kaizen, CEO of Mobiuz. 

 
 

 

Break out the popcorn: 

 

 “Facebook Fraud” by Veritaseum: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oVfHeWTKjag&t=3s  

 Facebook admits to 270 million fake and duplicate accounts: www.marketing-interactive.com/facebook-admits-to-

270-million-fake-and-duplicate-accounts/  

 Google Issuing Refunds to Advertisers Over Fake Traffic: https://www.wsj.com/articles/google-issuing-refunds-to-

advertisers-over-fake-traffic-plans-new-safeguard-1503675395 

 Google lies about click-fraud refunds and tried to destroy us – ad biz: 

https://www.theregister.co.uk/2017/12/13/google_click_fraud_lawsuit/  

 Google Admits Brand Safety Is A Global Problem: http://adage.com/article/special-report-advertising-week/google-

admits-brand-safety-problem/308344/  

 Google hit with lawsuit alleging fraud in ad-scam refunds: https://www.rep-am.com/news/news-

business/2017/12/14/google-hit-with-lawsuit-alleging-fraud-in-ad-scam-refunds/  

 Uber Sues Mobile Agency Alleging Ad Fraud: https://www.wsj.com/articles/uber-sues-mobile-agency-alleging-ad-

fraud-1505787048 

 Mobile Ad Fraud is Costing Marketers $350’M in India: http://www.thenewsminute.com/article/mobile-ad-fraud-

costing-marketers-350-mn-india-here-s-what-can-be-done-67251 

 Ad fraud could become the second biggest organized crime enterprise: http://mashable.com/2016/06/09/ad-fraud-

organized-crime/#zQr2hDypGsqW 

 Bloomberg: The Fake Traffic Schemes That Are Rotting the Internet: https://www.bloomberg.com/features/2015-

click-fraud/  
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9 The Industry-Wide Global Solution 

9.1 The Airbnb of Advertising 
Mobiuz will do to the Advertising Industry, what Airbnb did to the Hospitality Industry. It will cut off all the middlemen, 

blackboxes, wastages, and fraud, and where there used to be only 100 service providers and 100 customers, there will now 

be 10,000 service providers, and 10,000 customers. 

 

The reason why the likes of Uber and Airbnb, amongst others, are such global business phenomenons, is because it is 

about people earning, not people spending. 

 

Airbnb allowed for normal property and home owners to become service providers, while Uber allowed for normal vehicle 

owners to become service providers, allowing them to experience a better amount of cashflow immediately than they could 

have otherwise. 

 

It is the same with Mobiuz. Where there used to be only 100 advertising “spaces” and only 100 customers (due to exorbitant 

charges), the acceptance of Mobiuz in any community will see these numbers raised phenomenally. 

 

For example, in Singapore, one needs to spend around and at least $20k - $30k per month, just to be able to advertise. With 

Mobiuz, assuming the bid prices are at around $1 per impression, with a mere $500 per month, an Advertiser can now look 

forward to nearly 500 30-second Full-HD video ads being delivered to captive-receptive audiences. 

 
Trademark Notice: 

Mobiuz.com, a company organized and existing under the laws of  Singapore, of the address 14, Robinson Road, #08-01A Far East Finance Building, 

Singapore 048545 are the owners and registered proprietors of the well-known Trademark "Mobiuz" and is no way associated with “Airbnb, Inc. 

(“Airbnb”) in any manner whatsoever. The word “Airbnb” is only used in the context to provide a holistic view to the marketplace model for the users to 

understand the business model of Mobiuz.com. 

 

9.2 How Does It Work? 

 
A Driver requires only generic, consumer grade Tablets to be able to participate in the Mobiuz Service. 
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9.3 Features 

9.3.1 Chrono-Hyperlocalization 

Mobiuz will additionally offer blockchain-verified “chrono-hyperlocalization”, which will allow advertisers to place their ads 

anywhere in the world within timeframes of their choosing simply by winning the bid for that respective “Adslot.” They will 

also benefit from being able to see the price of the highest bid in real time, allowing them to manage their spending more 

effectively without the risk of overpaying for their Adslot. Lastly, advertisers only pay per impression, and our system provides 

genuine, authenticated data showing where an ad has been delivered and to whom, negating any concern over fraudulent 

impression counts. 

 

9.3.2 “No face? No charge!” 

Advertisers will not be charged a penny if no Human Face triggers an Ad Delivery. As long as an Ad is not delivered, there will 

be no charge. No more wasting of funds on dubious, and ineffective dumb broadcasts. 

 

9.3.3 Bidding Methodology: Maximizes Turnaround and Revenue 

Mobiuz does not waste costs and time on unnecessary Sales and Marketing staff to handle laborious and long drawn-out 

negotiations and packages – instead, it relies on providing AdSlots to Advertisers globally, at prices which are determined on-

the-fly, by the buyers themselves. Using such a bidding strategy ensures the highest amount of revenue for Mobiuz, while still 

offering AdSlots to the world at fair, open-market prices. It is a win-win for everyone involved. 

 

The speed of closing deals will also be much higher, since there will be no negotiations with the Mobiuz team, nor does it 

need its agents to concoct complex packages and deals, since Advertisers will build and manage their own Campaigns in the 

Mobiuz platform themselves. 

 

 

9.3.4 Unparalleled appeal to Advertisers 

 24-Hour Time to Market – Advertisers are able to expect their Ads to show up in the location of their choice, 

worldwide, within 24 hours of winning their bidded AdSlots. 

 Genuine, Authentic Impressions – Blockchain integration reassures Advertisers that the Ads they paid for, 

are being genuinely and authentically delivered, where and when they expect it. No more worries about Ad-

Fraud, a multi-billion dollar per month problem, including clickfarms, viewfarms, bots, malicious scripts, and 

many more. 

 High-quality consumption of Ads – No longer suffer meaningless ½ second glances at your expensive Ads. 

Mobiuz Ads are delivered to captive, receptive audiences worldwide. 

 Luxurious Ads – We expect bid prices to start between $1 - $2 (Singapore), for a Full-HD, 30-second-long, 

Interactive Video Advertisement, to Captive-Receptive audiences. That is unbridled luxury and value. In 

comparison, those ugly, nuisance, useless, inefficient, wastey paper hangers in buses cost about $1.50 

each. See illustration. 

 Mobiuz is Impervious to Adblockers – 600 million AdBlockers are installed in web-connected devices, and the 

numbers are growing. Do not fall victim to paying a fortune, only to have your Ads blocked. There will be no 

such problems with Mobiuz. 
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9.3.5 Accessibility and User-Friendly  

Having been described as the “Airbnb of Advertising”, our platform is also extremely user-friendly. Mobiuz will be the first and 

only ad-delivery system to allow for an advertiser anywhere in the world to have his or her advertisements delivered globally 

using their smartphone, despite his or her unfamiliarity with any given locale. For example, an advertiser in Germany is able 

to reach out to millions of targeted Singaporean consumers with the click of a button. Marketers and advertisers decide for 

themselves what’s fair in terms of pricing for these AdSlots through bidding, and turnaround time is an astounding 24 hours. 

 

Additionally, Mobiuz allows for a seamless and hassle-free experience for Advertisers and will be able to accept funds 

through various methods, including through:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

…and more in the works! 

 

9.3.6 “Fire and Forget.” 

Aside from the initial setup and installation, due to the automatic and smart triggering nature of the Mobiuz system, 

empowered by Facial Recognition AI, Blockchain, Decentralized file management AI, etc, the Driver needs to do absolutely 

nothing at all other than turn on his Smartphone and the Mobiuz App, and start his car. The Driver doesn’t even need to 

switch or reset anything off, whatsoever, ever. 

 

ALSO VERY IMPORTANT TO NOTE is that Drivers do not have to suffer costly 3/4/5G data-heavy experience and charges with 

Mobiuz. The Mobiuz “Kubera” File Management AI will intelligently pre-download (and also remove) videos that will be needed 

for the next day or week, by updating all of its assets and resources while the Driver has lunch, or goes to sleep, and has his 

Smartphone connected to WiFi. 

 

The data charges expected will be similar to sending and receiving mere short Whatsapp or SMS messages. 

 

9.3.7 Independent Business 

Mobiuz is not dependent on any Alliances or Partnerships with any other entities, in order for it to thrive. Any taxis, rideshare 

like Ubers, or Buses, worldwide may install Mobiuz at their own will and begin reaping the rewards. Mobiuz is building itself in 

such a scale and style whereby even City Bus operators will eventually make sense of participating, and just begin installing 

Tablets on their own, without even needing to interact with any Mobiuz staff whatsoever. 

 

9.3.8 No need for Data Centers and Operations Offices 

Before Blockchain Technology, this business will be extremely costly, unwieldy, and generally ineffective. A hard sell. You 

would need a whole array of >$10Mln data centers, an entire country team and office, high-bandwidth video streaming 

network, lots of specialized and expensive hardware to be given to/ installed into thousands of ex-company vehicles, 

transactional and operational consolidation and auditing, etc etc, just to begin to market, sell and operate, in a single country. 

 

With blockchain and cryptocurrency technologies however, we don't need even a single data centre, nor a large team. Once 

we build into the blockchain, the entire team can suddenly get a life epiphany, give up work and take up monastic life, never 

doing a single ounce of business work anymore, and yet the business will still run automatically as intended, forever. 

Really. 
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9.3.9 Immediately-Global Business 

The moment Mobiuz launches, it is immediately, globally accessible and usable. I.e. we launch it today, and today someone 

from Japan can use it to advertise in America today. Like, RIGHT NOW. Someone in Iceland can use it to advertise in Vietnam. 

And so on.  

 

Whether there are enough Drivers on the recipient side to actually deliver, depends. However, it is still almost irrelevant, since 

if there really were no Drivers, then there will be no delivery of any ads, thus, no charges. Simple. 

 

It is being built from the ground up, to be immediately globally accessible, and more importantly, relevant. 

 

9.4 The DRIP Program 
 

We have already exceeded our initial target of recruiting 500 drivers (as per our #First500 recruitment campaign which 

commenced in October), and are fast approaching the 1,000 milestone within the South East Asia region alone. Keep in mind 

that we have been able to achieve this without having our product on the market, not to mention our limited resources and 

relatively small team size. Just imagine what we could accomplish with your support. 

 

UPDATE: We’ve surpassed over 16,000 signups, within 3 months, and a nearly $0 marketing budget. The demand is 

real. The public wants Mobiuz. 

 

Our ability to eclipse our original recruitment campaign target in just a matter of weeks can be attributed in large part to our 

Decentralized Referral Incentive Program (DRIP). DRIP is a first-in-the-world blockchain-empowered and automated referral 

incentive system which enables users to earn a passive income simply by recruiting others into their network. DRIP users, 

also known as MobiBassadors, are able to sign up distributors, advertisers and even other MobiBassadors located anywhere 

in the world. The idea behind DRIP is to make Mobiuz an accessible brand that anyone can engage in, regardless of their 

profession. 

 

DRIP is reminiscent of a multilevel marketing-styled incentive program, where users may have multiple levels known as 

"downlines" and earn commissions on any transaction that takes place within his or her network, such as spending on ads, 

earning from driving, buying anything using our cryptocurrency (Mobitaels), etc.  

 

However, there is no catch; if there are zero transactions within the network, then the MobiBassador simply earns zero 

commission. There are no fees, nothing to keep buying every month, nothing to sell, nada. Signing up is absolutely free, and 

the account will be valid forever, with no fees whatsoever involved. 

 

Moreover, The DRIP Program is remarkably user-friendly and conducive. After receiving “training” from the Mobiuz CEO 

for about 2 weeks, one of our most recent MobiBassadors, Jimmy, young man with cerebral palsy (stuck in a wheelchair and 

all that), has already signed up over a dozen recruits within just a week’s time. Jimmy accomplished this by spreading word 

about Mobiuz to his friends on social media, and also joining Uber groups and making new introductions – that’s all it takes to 

be successful with the DRIP system. 
 
See our DRIP video here: https://youtu.be/n_Lva4WaImw 
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 The world’s first, and only, Decentralized Referral Incentive Program, powered by the 

Blockchain. 

 Incentivizes people to actively promote Mobitaels 

 Independent Groups are encouraged to form, and Registered Independent Groups (RIGs) 

will be better rewarded 

 0.5% for Earns, and 1.5% for Spends 

 

MLMs are mostly, if not all, very shady, and resemble more of a ponzi scheme, 

and requires (and depends on) its members themselves to be their own 

biggest customers. I'm not a fan of MLM, but I am not about to ignore how 

powerful it can be, if done properly. 

 

The Mobiuz DRIP system will take all the good things about MLMs, and discard 

everything that is bad about it. 

 

The DRIP system will not be about recruiting people, will not be about forcing members 

to buy things or spend, will not be about paying exorbitant membership fees. 

 

The DRIP system will be 100% completely free and without fees of any kind, forever. It 

will be about promoting and recommending Mobiuz to quality and qualified prospects, 

and allows the lay person to be part of the success of Mobiuz in the long run." 

 

– Kairos Siddhartha Kaizen, CEO of Mobiuz 
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10 Implementation 
10.1 How does Mobiuz deliver ZERO-FRAUD ADS globally? 

 
Mobiuz uses Biometrics, AI, IOT, Blockchain, and Crypto to provide a seamless, reliable, secure, and robust experience for 

Advertisers, Publishers, and Consumers. Based on the way it works, it can also be described as the Airbnb of Advertising. The 

Value Proposition offered to its users is extremely compelling, and is not offered by anyone else on the planet. 

 

Ads get auto-smart-triggered, only when the Biometrics AI (Facial 

Recognition and Eyeball Tracking) detects a human-like face. This 

happens when a Passenger boards a Taxi, Uber, or Bus that has Mobiuz-

enabled smart tablets installed at the back of their Passenger seats, 

thus, facing the Passengers. For example, a Bus can have 12-32 smart 

tablets installed, while a normal taxi should have up to 3 smart tablets 

installed, 1 facing the front passenger, and 2 facing the 2-3 rear 

passengers. 

 

When the Biometrics AI detects such a human-like face, it will check the 

time and location, and will ask the Campaign AI (Mobiuz public 

blockchain) “Whose Ad should I be playing?”, in which the Campaign AI 

will answer, “Since it is 1pm, Singapore, and within the radius of 

latitude:longitude xxx:xxx, it should be Samsung’s Campaign-003-Video, 

here is the blockchain-protected MD5 hash of the video”, if it also 

validates that Samsung has enough funds left to keep playing Ads. 

If there are no funds left, the Campaign AI will instead answer the 2nd bid 

winner, e.g. Nokia’s. (There will be built-in algorithms to detect 

suspicious activities or abuses or gaming of the system.) 

 

 

The Biometrics AI will then ask the File Mgmt AI within the Mobiuz app, if it already has previously downloaded (see next 

paragraph) “Samsung’s Campaign-003-Video”. The File Mgmt AI will look for the video, and compare the MD5 hash of the 

video it has on hand, with that MD5 hash that the Campaign AI has provided. If everything checks out, the Biometrics AI will 

then play that video, and inform the Campaign AI that the Ad was successfully delivered. 

 

The Campaign AI then deducts funds from Samsung’s account, and gives 30% of it to the Driver, while the rest gets sent to 

Mobiuz’ revenue wallet. 

 

Note about the File Mgmt AI: The File Management AI will be triggered every time a Taxi Driver is connected to WiFi, usually 

during meals, or at night when the Taxi Driver goes to sleep. It fetches information from the Campaign AI about the next days ’ 

Auction/Bid Winners (for AdSlots), calculates and guesses the expected radius of the Taxi Driver’s range of driving/locations, 

and pre-downloads all of the relevant Ad-Videos slated to be played the next day. This ensures that Taxi Drivers do not need 

a costly high-bandwidth live-streaming internet connection while on the road. 

 

(Internally, the File Mgmt AI is called “Kubera”, the Campaign AI “Fortuna”, the Biometrics AI “Heimdallr”, and a few more 

modules that make the whole system a seamless and valuable system. These are discussed more, in detail, the following 

sections.) 

 

Mobiuz DOES NOT record, store, or keep any personally identifiable records, or take images or videos from its 

Biometrics module, and thus will NEVER have any issues with PRIVACY laws, regulations, issues, nor concerns. 

 

It's algorithms only calculate and detect whether it is a human face - not a doggo, not a catto, not a grey alien, nor 

Squidward ...unless it's Handsome Squidward, that is. 
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10.2 Technology 

10.2.1 Technology Stack in Mobiuz 

Technology stack includes of Application, interfaces, business services and storage that are used to develop the platform. 

 
 

10.2.2 Architecture 

The Mobiuz Architecture is designed to be modular in nature whereby each module is extremely easy to integrate with other 

modules and external applications. 
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10.2.3 Modular Interactivity 

 

 
 

10.2.4 MobiLogin 

MobiLogin is a self-sovereign identity management system, powered and principled by open-source, decentralization, and 

blockchain capabilities and fundamentals.  

 

MobiLogin’s main mission is to become humanity’s next-generation passports, of which just a simple login will allow access to 

the user’s vital information, separated and managed by tiers.  

 Tier 0 will be anonymous, non-personally identifiable information,  

 Tier 1 could include an email address,  

 Tier 2 could include a phone number,  

 Tier 3 could include a Full Name and/ or Address,  

 and so on, where users may even choose to include their financial, medical, governmental, insurance, AML-KYC 

details, and many, many more. 

Each Mobiuz user is identified only by a cryptographic public key that only s/he creates and possesses. The app enables the 

user to complete an 'identity challenge' and produce a digitally-signed response. The response cryptographically proves the 

responder holds the public key. MobiLogin keys are based on 256-bit Elliptic Curve cryptography, the same used by both 

Bitcoin and Ethereum. 

 

The vision will be that sooner or later, Mobilogin users will no longer even have to bring their passports along to travel the 

world, and instead of having to fill in reams of papers to, for example, open a new bank account, a process which takes 

multiple visits and weeks of back and forth, a Mobilogin user will only need to log in on the spot, and grant access to the 

higher tiers of information, while being clearly asked for permission for the Tiers of access being permissioned to access. 

Mobiuz will be embarking on a global, governmental-level system of identity authentication. 
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I would like a world where I can have a Mobilogin, and have my pet 

dog registered and fully documented under my Mobilogin, so that his 

medical history etc is fully vetted and verified for, and be able to take 

him travelling the world, without placing the poor thing in 3 – 6 month 

quarantines every new country we arrive at.”  

 

– Kairos Siddhartha Kaizen, CEO of Mobiuz, big fan of doggos and cattos. 
 

 

10.2.5 Kubera (IPFS) 
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10.2.6 MobiEx 

MobiEx, or Mobiuz Exchange, will serve as an exchange platform for on-the-fly conversion of MOBs to other currencies such 

as the USD or Bitcoin. In the context of Fortuna, MobiEx will convert Advertiser USD into MOBs for disbursement from 

Fortuna. 

 

10.2.7 Fortuna 

The Fortuna module handles Ad Bidding, Campaign Management, Transactions, and Escrows. 

 

This module will share winning bid information with Heimdallr, invoice the advertiser upon successful impression delivery, 

and pay out in MOBs to Driver, MobiBassador, and Mobius Revenue Wallet 

10.2.7.1 Identification: 

 Ability to interface with MobiLogin to manage movement of funds between stakeholders and modules 

10.2.7.2 Bidding 

 Interface for advertisers to submit bids by (1) time slot (2) geographical area 

 Ability to store bid information in a database in collaboration with Kubera that can be queried by Heimdallr 

10.2.7.3 Invoicing and Payment 

 Invoice to advertiser’s account triggered by impression confirmation from Heimdallr 

 Fortuna receives payment in MOBs, holds in escrow, and disburses it to  

o Driver – 30% 

o DRIP Earns – 0.5% 

o DRIP Spends – 1.5% 

o MobiAid – 0.5% 

o Mobitaels Development Fund – 0.25% 

 In the event that no MOBs are available in the advertiser’s wallet, send direction to MobiEx to convert requisite 

MOBs from available FIAT and resume payment process 

 

Fortuna interactions with rest of the eco system 
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10.2.8 Heimdallr 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

10.2.9 MobiRewards 

MOBIUZ is not possible without its consumers, and thus it is only wise to pay attention to them, and reward them for being 

our valued consumers. 

 

The App will have a constant and persistent overlay which says “Redeem points and win cash and prizes from this ride! Click 

here!”. Upon clicking this link, the consumer will be informed that he can gain points for every MOBIUZ enabled taxi ride, and 

redeem them for cash or prizes.  

 

The consumer will then be prompted to sign in, or sign up, as a user through SMS, QR codes, Zapcodes, on-app interactive, or 

other most convenient manners, to chalk up points.  

 

The best way to do this is for a “MobiCoupon”/ “Zerospam” screen to come up, which will allow the user to input their 

email address, phone number, or even just NFC-scan their phones, to register their participation. 

 

This creates a database of users (Consumers) which MOBIUZ can then mine data from and realize yet another stream of 

interaction and revenue. 
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11 Effective and Results-Proven Team 
You are encouraged to chat us each up on Linkedin to find out if we're real people, doing real work on Mobiuz! <3 
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11.1 Skin in the Game 
Mobiuz has successfully acquired 6-digit Value-Add and Angel Investments from private sources and from its Founding 

Members as well. The team officialized and kicked off real work to the tune of about 90 hours of work per day since its 

incorporation in August 2017. 

 

It is currently embarking on its Pre-Series-A, while finalizing its ICO launch, slated to be in April 2018. 

 

11.2 Gallery 
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12 The Mobiuz Ecosystem (Products and Services) 
A quick recap of the Mobiuz Ecosystem: 

 

…and a couple more. 

 

Come sail with Mobiuz. 

 

These products and services have been identified to be a perfect fit within the Mobiuz ecosystem, 

since once critical mass is achieved, Mobiuz will have: 

 Hundreds of thousands of Drivers worldwide 

 All of them earning MOBs from delivering Ads, 

 Of which Earnings are easily tracked, to generate, e.g., a Credit Rating, 

 A lot of MOBs driving around in the streets, to be spent on Petrol, Groceries, Entertainment, 

Retail, F&B 

 ETC 
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13 Intellectual Property 

13.1 Mobiuz acquired over 400 domains 
Additionally, in order to protect itself, its users, and anyone interfacing with it, Mobiuz has purchased over 400 domains that 

look or sound similar to our existing .com URL to protect against online phishing scams and various other threats. 

 

13.2 IP Protection 

 
 

Just like Airbnb, Uber is first and foremost 

a technology company, providing an App 

that serves the supply and demand of a 

certain activity. 

 

To date, Uber has secured over 300 

patents. 

 

Mobiuz fiercely follows Airbnb and Uber in 

their footsteps , strategies, and 

methodologies in IP protection, 

consolidation, and development. 

 

 

 

 

Several IP and Patentable Elements Already Identified 
 

 

 
The Mobiuz Team has also taken other measures to 

facilitate long-term market protection. Following in 

the footsteps of app titans like Airbnb and Uber, we 

are constantly in the process of refining our 

strategies and methodologies in regards to IP 

protection, consolidation and development.  

 

From the get-go, Mobiuz had immediately engaged 

Ms. Prity Khastgir, a Goldman Sachs MBA Alumni 

Lawyer and Patent Attorney, to be a permanent staff 

fully working on IP and Patent activities since the 

very beginning.  

 

The picture to the right is taken from Prity's 

involvement as a Speaker, alongside many Country 

Presidents and MNC CEOs in "Global Partnership 

Summit" held in New Delhi, India: 

http://globalpartnershipsummit.org/speakers/ , an 

event that brings together Think Tanks, Government 

and Policy Makers, Industries, Social Change Makers, 

and various other Business Leaders and 

Entrepreneurs together. 
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13.3 Stress & Security 
 

At Mobiuz we are all too aware of incidents such as the theft of tokens from Coincheck and the tokens stolen from Bee 

Tokens ICO. As a result the security of Mobiuz will be overseen by Camill Cebulla. 

 

Camill works directly with the analytical teams at Group-IB to 

share intelligence with end customers in the blockchain- and 

crypto industries. In the context of an emerging threat 

landscape around blockchain and crypto currency, Group-IB is 

using its tools and experience to protect ventures in this rising 

sector. 

 

He was also recently on a panel of speakers at the Singapore 

Blockchain Economic Forum on the ‘TechDev: Trying to Fool a 

Blockchain’ talk. The topics of this talk were ‘What a startup 

should take care of when launching a new token’ and ‘Best 

practices in securing investors’ money’. 

 
Group-IB have already helped Waves a Blackmoon Financial Group and worked with companies such as Microsoft. 

 

Group-IB is an international company dedicated to preventing and investigating high-tech crimes and online fraud. The 

company develops software and hardware solutions for proactive cyber defence based on the latest threat intelligence data. 

 

In 2015, Gartner agency included Group-IB in the top 7 global vendors of threat intelligence. In 2017, the company became 

the leader of Russia Threat Intelligence Security Services Market Analysis conducted by IDC and became one of Top-5 Threat 

Intelligence vendors in Forrester's Vendor Landscape: External Threat Intelligence, 2017 report. 
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14 Strengths and Opportunities 
 

Mobiuz is not an entirely new business concept; in fact, it is a proven 

concept. Mobiuz provides video advertisements inside transport 

vehicles such as Taxis, Ubers, and Buses. The difference between 

Mobiuz, and the rest of the current operations, is in business process, 

sales & marketing, revenue generation, execution, automation, and 

security, amongst many of its compelling features.”  

 

– Kairos Siddhartha Kaizen, CEO of Mobiuz 

 
Without a doubt, there’s plenty of competition in the world of advertising – but nothing on the market checks all the boxes 

like Mobiuz does. We offer blockchain-secure, bandwidth-light, decentralized in-vehicle advertising, while also boasting 

extremely low overheads, quick turnaround times and state-of-the-art automation thanks to heavy leveraging of Blockchain 

Smart Contract technologies. 

 

14.1 Mobiuz Solves Problems 

Mobiuz Competitors 

✔ Solves Fraud ✔ Accessible  ✘Plagued with Fraud ✘Does not solve 

Middlemen 

✔ Solves Brand Safety ✔ Effective Ads ✘Terrible Brand Safety ✘Does not solve 

Blackboxes 

✔ Solves Middlemen ✔ Chrono-

Hyperlocalized 

✘Dumb Broadcast ✘No true way of 

numerating impressions 

✔ Luxurious and 

Opulent 

 ✘Inaccessible ✘Unreliable data and 

statistics 

  ✘Expensive ✘Plus many more 

problems 

  ✘Poor, Ineffective Ads  

 

 
The Mobiuz platform is unlike anything the market has seen to date. Compared to traditional media, Mobiuz offers: 

 Exclusive, Captive, Receptive Audiences 

 25% - 100% Consumption, instead of ½ second glances. 

 Elegant, High-Quality, 4K Video 

 Interactive Touchscreen 

 Programmatic Advertising 

 Chrono-HyperLocalized Campaigns 

 High Profit-Margins 
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14.2 Accessible and User-Friendly 
Having been described as the “Airbnb of Advertising”, our platform is also extremely user-friendly. Mobiuz will be the first and 

only ad-delivery system to allow for an advertiser anywhere in the world to have his or her advertisements delivered globally 

using their smartphone, despite his or her unfamiliarity with any given locale. For example, an advertiser in Germany is able 

to reach out to millions of targeted Singaporean consumers with the click of a button. Marketers and advertisers decide for 

themselves what’s fair in terms of pricing for these AdSlots through bidding, and turnaround time is an astounding 24 hours. 

 

Additionally, Mobiuz allows for a seamless and hassle-free experience for Advertisers and will be able to accept funds 

through various methods, including through:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

…and more in the works! 

 

14.3 Lowers the Barrier-To-Entry for Advertisers Worldwide 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Never in the history of Advertising has an advertiser been able to pick up his 

smartphone, create a campaign, and win bids for AdSlots, all within a span of 5 

minutes, and have his ads smart-triggered globally within 24 hours, and with a 

budget of only $500.” – Kairos Siddhartha Kaizen, CEO of Mobiuz 
 
Furthermore, we have incentivized our offering to appeal to all parties within our ecosystem: the advertiser, the distributor 

and the consumer. 
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14.4 Targeted Advertising: Chrono-Hyperlocalization 
Thanks to blockchain’s unparalleled transparency, advertisers will never fall victim to advertising fraud ever again using our 

system. As stated above, they can tailor their campaign to target specific regions across the globe at timeslots of their 

choosing, and they only pay when our advanced facial recognition AI detects a face within the vicinity of our tablet. In other 

words, they are getting maximum return on their investment. 

 

14.5 Completely Automagic 
Our fleet of drivers, on the other hand, will stand to earn significant revenue simply by delivering these advertisements to 

their passengers. It’s a win-win situation for both Mobiuz and the driver – it costs us nothing to recruit new drivers, and 

likewise, it costs them nothing to sign up, as they strictly earn a commission with each impression triggered by consumers. 

 

14.6 Consumer-Inclusive 
Those consumers will be able to earn rewards simply by our watching video ads using our MobiRewards program. Our 

advertisements are also delivered subtly, so consumers can switch the volume off if they so choose, ensuring that the Mobiuz 

experience will always be a pleasant one. 

 

14.7 Singapore Headquarters 
Lastly, Mobiuz is headquartered in the business, legal, and IP-friendly country of Singapore, and is chaired and managed by a 

global team of veteran executives and visionaries from over a dozen countries. Our team is towards working hand-in-hand 

with the Singaporean government to bring impeccable services to the world of Advertising, Fintech, InsureTech, Payments, 

and many more. 

 

For these reasons, Mobiuz is well-positioned to take the advertising world by storm. Our concept is sound and we have 

delivered a first-class system that will completely redefine and industry badly in need of a makeover. 

 

14.8 Compliant with Monetary Authority of Singapore (MAS) 
Additionally, Mobiuz and Mobitaels fit into the “safe, green zone” within the standards set out by the Monetary Authority of 

Singapore (MAS) as demonstrated by Case Study 1, which means that there is no need for any regulatory or licensing 

oversights, etc: 

http://www.mas.gov.sg/~/media/MAS/Regulations%20and%20Financial%20Stability/Regulations%20Guidance%20and%20Lice

nsing/Securities%20Futures%20and%20Fund%20Management/Regulations%20Guidance%20and%20Licensing/Guidelines/A%

20Guide%20to%20Digital%20Token%20Offerings%20%2014%20Nov%202017.pdf 
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15 Threats and Weaknesses 
As with any business ever, there will always be challenges and elements that the management team will always need to be 

aware of, and constantly take precautions against. 

 

15.1 Legality of In-Vehicle 

Video Advertising 
At least in Singapore, even Taxis are considered “private 

transport” since they have to pay ERP just like any other 

private vehicles. Mobiuz devices do not flout any rules 

whatsoever within the confines of a private vehicle, even 

if it is a private hire car whose main purpose is Rideshare. 

 

15.2 Muscled out by Taxi 

Companies 
Companies may unethically and immorally penalize their 

Drivers if they discovered that they had been using a 

Mobiuz Tablet (e.g. reported by a Passenger, or spot-

checked), causing Mobiuz to suffer market penetration 

problems. 

 

As such, it realizes how important it is to make Buses 

(tourist, private, shuttle, condominium, mall, etc) one of 

its initial and mainstay business, since Rideshare do not 

have any influence over them. 

 

15.3 Banking Partners 

Uncooperative 
Very recently, ACCESS and the Singapore Fintech 

Consortium had reported to the authorities that local 

banks have shut down the accounts of about a dozen 

companies in Singapore that are involved in 

cryptocurrency activities. The Banks declined to 

comment. 

 

As such, Mobiuz is taking the step of securing a 

relationship with banks such as The Bank of Tokyo-

Mitsubishi UFJ, or any other banks whose countries are 

friendlier to cryptocurrency activities, such as Belarus, 

Japan, Korea, Estonia, and even the Cayman Islands, 

Gibraltar, British Virgin Islands, and Cyprus. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

15.4 Cryptocurrencies 

Outlawed 
Very recently, Vietnam had declared a blanket ban on 

cryptocurrency nationwide. This is of no consequence to 

the viability of Mobiuz in that country, since it had already 

built its platform from the ground up to be able to 

interface wholly and fully with traditional currencies, such 

as the USD. 

 

This built-in feature was originally intended to save credit-

holders the headache of being exposed to the volatility of 

the crypto market, but can be also leveraged upon to 

circumvent such crypto bans. 

 

15.5 Unsold Inventory 
While we don’t expect much of Mobiuz’ inventory to go 

unsold (since they will be going for extra cheap due to no 

other bidders), we can always funnel readily-available 

Programmatic Ads into the unsold inventory from existing 

SSPs and DSPs. 

 

15.6 Copycat Companies 
Mobitaels will be the first, and only, cryptocurrency with a 

Decentralized Referral Incentive Program, aka the DRIP 

Program, which will further entrench Mobiuz in the lead, 

being the first mover. 
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16 Market Overview 

16.1 Massive Adoption Potential 
While our goal – to redefine the advertising industry – may sound ambitious, it is most certainly made very realistic with the 

Mobiuz strategy. By leveraging pre-existing transportation networks worldwide, Mobiuz is able to spread its reach quickly and 

efficiently. Mobiuz’ scalability is effectively unlimited as any regions with a decent community of Rideshare or Private Buses 

can be targeted. 

 

Recruitment is fast and easy – drivers simply visit our website and fill out the registration form. It doesn’t cost them a single 

cent to sign up, and they can earn extra revenue by recruiting their fellow drivers into their network. 

 

Here are some numbers showing just how many potential distributors there are in the world; please keep in mind that these 

numbers will continue to increase, especially given ridesharing’s growing popularity in recent years: 

 

 

Rideshare 

 Uber: >1.5 million drivers 

 Grab: >650k drivers 

 Ola: >315k vehicles 

 Lyft: >15% of NYC market share 

 LeCab: >70k drivers 

 BiTaksi: >34k drivers 

 

 

 

Taxi Cabs 

 China: >1.4 million taxis 

 France: >55k taxis 

 Tehran, Iran: >53k taxis 

 Dublin, Ireland: >12k taxis 

 New York, USA: >12k taxis 

 Mexico: >140k taxis 

 Singapore: >27k taxis 

 Istanbul, Turkey: >18k taxis 

 UK: >71k taxis and PVs 

 

 RIDESHARE APPS 

 TAXI UBER LYFT VIA GETT 

TOTAL DISPATCHED 

TRIPS 
11,137,840 4,718,785 749,910 441,297 134,691 

TOTAL DISPATCHED 

TRIPS / DAY 
397,780 168,528 26,783 15,761 4,810 

Y/Y (Apr-16 vs. Apr-

15) 
-9% 121% 871% 298% NA 

AVG DRIVERS 

DISPATCHED /WEEK 
30,488 26,970 8,078 1,023 1,654 

Y/Y (Apr-16 vs. Apr-

15) 
-3% 102% 354% 182% NA 

AVG TRIPS PER 

DRIVER / WEEK 
91 44 23 108 20 

Y/Y (Apr-16 vs. Apr-

15) 
-5% 10% 114% 42% NA 

Gett was not active in NYC in April 2015 

 

Each trip has the capacity to serve: 

 3 – 5 screens 

 3 – 5 rounds of Proximuz and Mobiuz 

 Every AdSlot offered at prices that are above cost-price 

 Gross profit figures of $0.40 - $1.40 per impression very realistically and conservatively 
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POTENTIAL CAPACITY: APAC ALONE 

 
 

16.2 Compelling Proposition for Drivers 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

*Example based on a Singaporean Driver 

 

The above image provides a rather conservative estimate of what a driver could expect to earn as a Mobiuz distributor with 

just two tablets in their vehicle. However, we imagine that the majority of distributors will make the most of this opportunity 

by providing each potential passenger with their own tablet. As such, the bulk of our vehicles could reasonably have 

anywhere between three-to-five tablets on display to cater to larger groups of passengers. If we were to monopolize only New 

York City and its 12,000 taxis, with three-to-five screens per vehicle and very realistic gross profit figures of $0.40 to $1.40 per 

impression, that alone equates to over $200 million annually. 
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Mobiuz will also be recruiting bus drivers and operators as well. Our network supports multiple tablets running in a cluster 

and can be managed by a single tablet or smartphone. Given that distributors earn a commission with each impression, bus 

drivers and operators have the potential to reach a greater audience, and therefore, generate a larger profit. 

 

In regards to advertisers, Mobiuz is almost literally giving them the world. In addition to allowing advertisers to target markets 

across the globe at any time they choose, we are also providing them with a very cost-effective opportunity. Even with a 

monthly budget of just $500, there will be plenty of opportunities for smaller companies to advertise through Mobiuz, 

thereby maximizing our client base while simultaneously ensuring that our distributors will always be earning. 

 

One of the most important things to note about Mobiuz is that with its 

advent, where there used to be only 1,000 advertisers in a given area, 

there will now be 100,000 of them. The catalyst for this would be that 

advertisers can now realistically look forward to enjoying 30-second 

long, high quality HD-Video advertisements, even if they only had a 

monthly budget of $500. Previously, with $500, one can only look 

forward to a few lines worth of advertising in the obituary, or 

classifieds, for a single day. Advertisers normally needed to have an 

upfront capital of at least $30,000+ monthly before they could even 

dream of having any sort of proper advertising going on.”  

 

– Kairos Siddhartha Kaizen, CEO of Mobiuz 

 
Our system is designed to succeed. Mobiuz will flourish anywhere in the world where ridesharing operates. Simply by 

recruiting a handful of drivers, who will in turn recruit other drivers into their network, Mobiuz can be fully entrenched in any 

region worldwide in a matter of months. 
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17 Financials & Projections 

17.1 Assumptions 

 

17.2 Earnings 

 

17.3 Milestones 

 

# of Impressions per Day 
per Taxi 

60 

# of People per Trip 2 

# of Tablets 2 

Trips per Day 15 

Monthly Overheads $800,000 

Gross Revenue per 
Impression 

$1.30 

Advertiser Monthly 
Spends 

$3,500 

Salaries $416,000 

Marketing $239,166 

Operations $50,000 

$9.6M per year 

Gross Monthly Revenue ($1.30 
x 60imp x 22days) 

$2,350 

Driver Monthly Earnings, @ 
30% 

$702 

Mobiuz Monthly Gross Profits, 
per Taxi, @ 70% 

$1,638 

Monthly Break-Even Point $800,000 

# of Drivers needed to reach 
target # of Impressions 

488 

# of Advertisers needed to 
reach target # of Impressions 

326 

Launch Target (months) 12 

Recruitment Needed per Month 41 

Launch Target (months) 18 

Recruitment Needed per Month 33 

Drivers Advertisers 

# Needed 488 # Needed 326 

Progress: 140% +++ * Progress: 1% 

As of 1
st

 November 2017 As of 1
st

 November 2017 

*That’s right folks! As of 1
st

 November, we’ve surpassed 700+ signups, and 
are blowing past 150+ new signups weekly! 
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17.4 Conclusion 
For every 488 Drivers, plus 326 Advertisers (each spending about $3,500 monthly), Mobiuz will be experiencing approximately 

$9.6’M in gross profits per year. The first year of operations, Mobiuz is set up to spend approximately $9.6’M a year. 

 

Mobiuz has leapfrogged and moon-shotted the targeted 488 Drivers, and have amassed more than 16,000 Drivers as 

subscribers, within 3 months of efforts, and at a nearly $0 marketing budget. 

 

Mobiuz is now currently shifting its entire focus on achieving the same success in terms of Advertisers. 

17.5 Proximuz 
We are intentionally leaving out the numbers for Proximuz. 

• We would like to focus purely on Mobiuz “Video Ads” on this presentation, and would rather leave out the estimates 

for Proximuz (which can be seen demonstrated in the early part of the Mobiuz Video Presentation, when there is a 

“flight map” of the travelling taxi, and Advertisements pop out as thumbnails, and are clickable. See 

https://youtu.be/N_V3_GJDS6Y ). 
• Proximuz uses the same exact supporting modules that the main Mobiuz Video Ads use, such as Kubera, Heimdallr, 

and Fortuna, to name a few. 

• Proximuz, although expectedly cheaper per impression, delivers multiple ads every 5-seconds, and thus is expected 

to earn just as much, if not more, than Mobiuz Video Ads itself. 

• This means that the upside to Mobiuz Tech Pte Ltd is actually much more than we’re letting on. 
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18 Mobitaels 
Tael (/ˈteɪl/; simplified Chinese: 两; traditional Chinese: 兩; 

pinyin: liǎng) or tahil can refer to any one of several weight 

measures of the Far East. Most commonly, it refers to the 

Chinese tael, a part of the Chinese system of weights and 

currency. 

 

These Chinese units of measurement are usually used in 

Chinese herbal medicine stores as well as gold and silver 

exchange. 

 

The English word tael comes through Portuguese from the 

Malay word tahil, meaning "weight". Early English forms of the 

name such as "tay" or "taes" derive from the Portuguese 

plural of tael, taeis. 

 

Tahil (/ˈtɑːhɪl/ in Singaporean English) is used in Malay and 

English today when referring to the weight in Malaysia, 

Singapore, and Brunei where it is still used in some contexts 

especially related to the significant Overseas Chinese 

population. 

 

In Chinese, tael is written 兩 (simplified Chinese: 两) and has 

the Mandarin Chinese pronunciation in pinyin: liǎng. In 

Chinese and Vietnamese, the phrase "half a catty, eight taels" 

(Chinese: 半斤八兩; Vietnamese:kẻ tám lạng người nửa cân), 

meaning two different presentations of the same thing 

(similar to the English phrase "Six of one and half-a-dozen of 

the other"), is still often used today. 

Tael 

Chinese name 

Traditional Chinese  

兩 

Simplified Chinese 

两 

Vietnamese name 

Vietnamese  lượng, lạng 

Hán-Nôm  

兩 

Korean name 

Hangul 

량 (N)/냥 (S) 

Hanja  

兩 

 Mongolian name 

Mongolian  ᠯᠠᠨ / лан 

Japanese name 

Kanji  

両 

Hiragana  

りょう(hist. りゃ

ぅ) 

 Malay name 

Malay tahil 

Indonesian name 

Indonesian  tahil 

Buryat name 

Buryat лан 
 

 

 
 Symbol: 兩, or MOB(s) (See http://www.fileformat.info/info/unicode/char/5169/index.htm ) 

 Usage: “That laptop costs 100,000 MOBs.” “That laptop costs 兩100,000.” 

 

  

Close 

enough 
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18.1 Main Appeal 
 

Mobitaels will be the first cryptocurrency in human history to ever be 

launched with an actual, real-world, business use-case scenario. Even 

Ethereum only found out its defacto use was actually for ICOs.”  

 

– Kairos Siddhartha Kaizen, CEO of Mobiuz 
 

 The only currency accepted in exchange for products and services in the Mobiuz ecosystem, including AdSlots. 

 Organic and real-world Demand 

 Constant and regular volume (buys and sells), instead of hoarding HODLers. 

 The first and only cryptocurrency that is actually earned, not bought. 

 Advertisers and Drivers may choose to never have to interface with cryptocurrency, through the ingenious 

“MobiFIATs” process 

 Has the ability to choose if they want to interface in Mobitaels instead 

 The “MobiFIATs” process ensures unaffected business even in countries where cryptocurrency is banned, such 

as Vietnam. 

 

18.2 Long-Term Value 
At Mobiuz, we understand the desire for long-term non-speculative value in a token. 

 

That is why users are encouraged to, and will see the use cases for spending the tokens as well as earning them. Where many 

projects fail to give a reason beyond speculative hoarding; MobiTaels can be used not only for the purchase of AdSlots but 

later can be used to purchase goods and other services. 

 

18.3 Regulatory & Compliance 

18.3.1 “A Guide to Digital Token Offerings” by the Monetary Authority of 

Singapore (MAS) 
Link: 

http://www.mas.gov.sg/~/media/MAS/Regulations%20and%20Financial%20Stability/Regulations%20Guidance%20and%20Lice

nsing/Securities%20Futures%20and%20Fund%20Management/Regulations%20Guidance%20and%20Licensing/Guidelines/A%

20Guide%20to%20Digital%20Token%20Offerings%20%2014%20Nov%202017.pdf 

 

18.3.2 Mobiuz & Mobitaels is in the Regulatory Green Safe Zone 

MAS Case Study 1: Company A plans to set up a platform to enable sharing and rental of computing power amongst the 

users of the platform. Company A intends to offer digital tokens (“Token A”) in Singapore to raise funds to develop the 

platform. Token A will give token holders access rights to use Company A’s platform. The token can be used to pay for renting 

computing power provided by other platform users. Token A will not have any other rights or functions attached to it. 

Company A intends to offer Token A to any person globally, including in Singapore.  

 

Application of securities laws administered by MAS in respect of an offer of Token A 

 A holder of Token A will only have rights to access and use Company A’s platform, and the right to use Token A to 

pay for rental of computing power provided by other users. Token A will not provide its holder any other rights or 

functions attached to it. Hence, Token A will not constitute securities under the SFA. 

 Company A’s offer of Token A will not be subject to any requirement under the SFA or the FAA. 
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18.3.3 Scenarios Affected by Licensing, Compliance, & Regulatory 

MAS Case study 2: Company B is in the business of developing properties and operating commercial buildings. It plans to 

raise funds to develop a shopping mall by offering digital tokens (“Token B”) to any person globally, including in Singapore. 

Token B will be structured to represent a share in Company B, and will be a digital representation of a token holder’s 

ownership in Company B. Company B also intends to provide financial advice in relation to its offer of Token B. SFA 

REQUIRED. 

 

MAS Case study 3: Company C intends to offer digital tokens (“Token C”) to any person globally, including in Singapore. 

Company C will pool funds raised from the offer and use the funds to invest in a portfolio of shares in FinTech start-up 

companies (“Portfolio”). Company C will also manage the Portfolio. Holders of Token C will not have any powers relating to 

the day-to-day operations of Company C or the management of the Portfolio. Profits arising from the Portfolio will be pooled 

and distributed as payments to the token holders. The purpose of this arrangement is to enable token holders to receive 

profits arising from the Portfolio. SFA REQUIRED. 

 

Application of securities laws administered by MAS in respect of an offer of Token C  

 The arrangement established by Company C in relation to Token C will be a CIS (“Arrangement”). 

 On this basis, the Arrangement will have to be authorised under section 286 of the SFA, or recognised under section 

287 of the SFA depending on whether the arrangement is constituted in Singapore or outside Singapore. The 

Arrangement will also be subject to the applicable requirements under Division 2 of Part XIII of the SFA, the 

SF(OI)(CIS)R and the Code on CIS. 

 On this basis, Token C will be a unit in a CIS, and constitute securities under the SFA. 

 On this basis, Company C will need to comply with Prospectus Requirements in respect of the offer of Token C, 

unless otherwise exempted under the SFA. 

 Company C will likely require a capital markets services license for carrying on business in the regulated activity of 

fund management under the SFA, unless otherwise exempted. 

 As no financial advisory service will be provided by Company C in respect of Token C, the FAA will not apply in 

relation to the offer of Token C. 

MAS Case Study 4: Company D is a Singapore-incorporated company with operations in Singapore. It intends to offer digital 

tokens (“Token D”) to members of the public, but the offering will not be accessible by persons in Singapore. Company D will 

pool the funds raised from the offer and use the funds to invest in a portfolio of shares in FinTech start-up companies. 

Company D will manage the portfolio of shares. Holders of Token D will not have any powers relating to the day-to-day 

operations of Company D or the management of the portfolio of shares. Profits arising from the portfolio of shares will also 

be pooled and distributed as payments to holders of Token D. The purpose of this arrangement is to enable token holders to 

receive profits arising from the portfolio of shares. SFA REQUIRED. 

 

MAS Case Study 5: Company E plans to set up a platform that helps start-ups raise funds from investors through digital 

token offerings (“Offerings”). To facilitate the Offerings, Company E will set up one entity (“Entity”) which will be used as a 

vehicle to make investments into a start-up, for every start-up that will make Offerings. Investors who wish to invest into a 

start-up will provide a loan to the respective Entity (“Loan”). In return, the Entity will issue to the investors, digital tokens that 

are unique to the start-up (“Token E”). Token E will be offered to any person globally, including in Singapore. Token E will 

represent the rights of an investor as a creditor of the Loan provided to the Entity. Company E’s platform will also operate as 

a market to facilitate trading of Token E among investors using Company E’s platform. In addition, Company E intends to 

provide financial advice to investors on the Offerings. SFA REQUIRED. 
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18.4 ICO Structure (All $ values in ETH Equivalent) 
The Mobiuz pre-ICO will begin on 20th April 2018 and run for 2 months until 20th June 2018, after this the ICO will begin on the 

same day and run until 20th August 2018, unless the ICO sells out before these dates. 

 
 

 

 

 

Founding 
Members 

15.00% Pre-ICO 
6.25% 

ICO 
45.00% 

MF-SG 
w/ MTPL-

SG 
33.75% 

Mobitaels 

Founding Members Pre-ICO

ICO MF-SG w/ MTPL-SG
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18.5 Mobiuz Bounty and Airdrop campaign 
 

The Mobiuz bounty campaign and airdrop will begin on 18th March 2018 and run until the end of the ICO (20th August 2018). 

 

Throughout our Community's expansion, our Bounty Program will be implemented to reward all contributions of our Bounty 

Hunters. We believe it is important to recognize the work of our dearest believers. 

If you think that you can contribute by offering something with quality that helps other people to join or something that could 

help this Community, you are invited to participate. 

 

We are offering our participants a total allocation of USD $333,000 in MOBs (USD $0.003987 /ea MOB – total 120,000,000 

MOBs). We are committed to go live regardless of the outcome of the ICO campaign. 

 

We will award a total of USD $333,000 and USD $50,000 in MOBs for special contests pre, during, and post ICO. 

 

USD $283,000 in MOBs will be used for the bounty campaign until the end of the ICO. 

The reward system can change if we do not reach the desired number of participants. 

Earn tokens spreading the word about the advertising network of the future! 

 

There a few ways to earn via the Mobiuz Bounty: 

USD $60'K in Mobitaels (MOBs) - Update your Signature at BTCTalk 

USD $50'K in Mobitaels (MOBs) - Write about Mobiuz via Articles / Blogs / Media 

USD $45'K in Mobitaels (MOBs) - Help Translate Mobiuz Documents (ANN, Bounty, Website, Whitepaper) 

USD $30'K in Mobitaels (MOBs) - Spread the good word of Mobiuz on Telegram 

USD $30'K in Mobitaels (MOBs) - Spread the good word of Mobiuz on Twitter 

USD $30'K in Mobitaels (MOBs) - Spread the good word of Mobiuz on Facebook 

USD $23'K in Mobitaels (MOBs) - Make Mobiuz Memes! 

USD $15'K in Mobitaels (MOBs) - Catch Bugs in the first Mobiuz Bug Bounty 

 

For more details and to participate in the bounty you can visit our bitcointalk thread here: 

https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=3154257.0  

 

 

General Rules 

 

•   Stakes will be calculated at the end of the campaign. 

•   To join the USD campaign, you have to first register as MobiBassador (Invite 50 Mobibassadors to triple your stakes for 1 

Bounty, 150 for 2 bounties e.g. Telegram and Twitter) 

•   First week of the bounty campaign will start on 15.3.2018 10:00PM CET. 

•   For any questions regarding the bounty campaign, write a post to this https://t.me/MobiuzAirdrop_Support channel and 

ask the Bounty0x team https://bounty0x.io 

•   We reserve our right to walk you off the plank (eliminate) you if we discover that you haven't been honest with your work. 

•   We reserve the right to change bounty campaign rules. 

 

 

Stay tuned for more news on our Airdrop! 
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18.6 Smart Contracts 

18.6.1 Mobitaels (ERC20/ERC223 Utility Tokens) 

 https://etherscan.io/address/0x5f<deliberately obscured>fa8d#code 

o The address has been obscured since we need ICO Participants to go through the AML-KYC process before 

being able to access the SCA. Once registered and logged-in, Participants may retrieve the Smart Contract 

Addresses. 

 Already independently verified, audited, and live-tested (our CRDO has helped launch multiple other ICOs and 

tokens, with zero incidents). 
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18.6.2 Repository Smart Contract 

 https://etherscan.io/address/0xa1<deliberately obscured>47568#code  

o The address has been obscured since we need ICO Participants to go through the AML-KYC process before 

being able to access the SCA. Once registered and logged-in, Participants may retrieve the Smart Contract 

Addresses. 

 Already independently verified, audited, and live-tested (our CRDO has helped launch multiple other ICOs and 

tokens, with zero incidents). 

 Watch the video about this Smart Contract here: https://youtu.be/RsVJvRUNgrw 
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18.6.3 ICO Smart Contract 

 https://etherscan.io/address/0x49<deliberately obscured>6c6ecfa#code 

○ The address has been obscured since we need ICO Participants to go through the AML-KYC process before 

being able to access the SCA. Once registered and logged-in, Participants may retrieve the Smart Contract 

Addresses. 

● Already independently verified, audited, and live-tested (our CRDO has helped launch multiple other ICOs and 

tokens, with zero incidents so far). 
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18.7 Planned Use of ICO Proceeds 

 

 Bounties: Exchange listings, 

collaborations, white-hat and red-team 

exercises, associations, peer-reviews, etc. 

 Marketing: ICO Marketing Agencies and 

Individuals, exposure on news syndicates 

and websites, email and mobile marketing, 

etc. Ethers from the Pre-ICO WILL be used 

to immediately effect these activities, 

please be informed. 

 IP, Patents, Legal, Regulatory, & 

Compliance: Beefing up ALL, and 

expanding already-current efforts and 

manpower in these areas, worldwide. 

 Investor Relations: Effort and resources 

will be spent on securing a world-class 

Series-A. 

 Operations: Upgrade and expand all 

office, network, server, software, services, 

etc. Seeing as to how the bulk of our first 

wave of Drivers are in APAC, or Manila to 

be precise, Mobiuz will set up a branch 

office there, while still being 

headquartered in Singapore. 

 The Mobiuz Pilot: Mobiuz will be running 

its Pilot, where it invites Advertisers to 

enjoy 5,000 free impressions, while getting 

used to how to use the Platform, plus 

making suggestions and giving feedback 

about how to make Mobiuz perfect for 

them to use on a daily basis. Each 

impression will have a flat rate on price, 

and according to location, of e.g. $1.00 per 

impression for Singapore. Mobiuz is 

already enjoying tremendous success in 

recruiting Advertisers to participate in its 

Pilot, and with 16,000 ready Drivers to go, 

our capacity to launch an amazing Pilot is 

there. 

 

 

 

 

 

 Staffing: Core team currently at about 25 

people. Adding 25 more immediate staff 

(programmers, developers, coders, and 

some ops executives). 

 Mobiuz Smartphone and Tablets: 

Mobiuz will be working with high-quality, 

best-value manufacturers and producers 

of consumer-grade Smartphones and 

Tablets, and offer these to Drivers 

worldwide through highly compelling, low 

barrier to entry, schemes – such as, under 

contract, they need to put in a 50% deposit 

of the (reasonably low) MSRP, in order to 

get free ones, and this 50% will be 

automatically refunded to them once they 

earn enough through Mobiuz that is 

proportional to the MSRP of these devices. 

Mobiuz will be working with already-

established supply chain services such as 

Amazon and Lazada, to ensure the highest 

level of quality of service and warranties. 

 Mobiuz Grand Launch: From the Pilot 

and Beta, Mobiuz will learn of many new 

things from feedback, suggestions, 

incidents, data, and results, and will need 

to speedily implement all these upgrades 

ecosystem-wide. 

Once again, Mobiuz will be injecting a bit 

of funds to entice Advertisers to hop on 

board and give Mobiuz a free trial run of 

several thousand impressions for free (as 

long as they can prove that they are 

already regular advertisers with a sizeable 

budget.) 

ICO Participants can be rest assured 

that a lot of Mobiuz activities after the 

ICO immediately go right back into 

securing bigger and better clients, 

bringing the Mobiuz Ecosystem better 

and better value. 
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18.8 1:1 Exchange of ERC20/ERC223 MOBs into actual MOBs 
Following the tried and tested methods as used by the likes of Nimiq, EOS, SafeNet, and many others, the ERC20/ERC223 

MOBs users hold will be available for 1:1 exchange on the release of the native, truly standalone, unique, and powerful 

Mobitaels as is intended, the moment it is finished by the development team and made ready for launch. 

 

An entire business unit will be managing this activity to ensure a seamless and smooth affair for all involved. 

Frequently Asked Questions 
 

18.9 Isn’t privacy going to be an issue? 
Firstly, almost every taxi nowadays already has passenger-facing video cameras recording every second of their journey, ever 

since affordable devices have been made via China. Thus, the idea that Mobiuz could pose as a threat to privacy, is already 

moot. 

 

Having said that, parts of the Mobiuz code will be made publicly available, or even open-sourced, or at least verified and 

audited by a reputable and independent firm, that it collects zero personally-identifiable data, including and especially from 

Heimdallr, the Facial Recognition AI. 

 

The only thing it does is compare results with the last X (ten?) impressions to make sure that the facial metrics are indeed 

different, or it will raise a red flag and trigger an incident which come under investigation for possible fraud and abuse of the 

system. 

 

Heimdallr also takes and automatically blurs out a picture and stores it in the blockchain every 10,000 impressions, so as to 

be able to showcase that it is indeed delivering ads to real human beings authentically. 

TL;DR – Mobiuz only detects if there’s nobody, there, or if a Human face is detected. Not a cat’s face, not a Martian’s face, not 

a dog’s face. There is no personally identifiable information being scanned for. 

 

18.10 I am a citizen of Country X. Can I participate in the ICO? 
While Mobitaels can be demonstrated to fall under the “safe green zone” as per “Case Study 1” of the Monetary Authority of 

Singapore (MAS) document entitled “A Guide to Digital Token Offerings”, we cannot tell for certain if other regulatory bodies 

or authorities in general, share the same sentiment, or if they will even pivot their current stances to something 

unfavourable. (Doesn’t this mean Singaporeans are all fully good to go and safe? Again, we really do not want to 

comment on this.) 

 

As such, we will only conduct basic AML & KYC activities on all ICO Participants, while any liabilities (current or 

future) must be shouldered by the ICO Participant him/herself, not Mobiuz nor Mobitaels. Please check with your 

lawyers before making your own decision to participate. 

 

Mobiuz and Mobitaels plan to even participate in the MAS regulatory sandbox, and others’, and experience and achieve a 

higher level of collaboration and understanding, in order to keep the business on the top echelons of companies worldwide. 

 

18.11 Why is the Mobitaels ICO so large? Why not make it smaller? 
We want the Mobitael cryptocurrency to be truly decentralized, and public. While others run their ICOs for 10% of tokens, at 

tens of millions of dollars (crazy higher valuation than Mobitaels), these organizations still retain up to 90% of the whole token 

supply. We do not like that idea. With Mobitaels, 51.25% of all tokens to ever exist is on offer to the public, making it a true, 

decentralized, public cryptocurrency, for the public, and owned and controlled, by the public. 
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18.12 How are you going to use these Ethers? 
We are an already 25-strong core team, made up of real business executives, with real, provable current payslips from other 

employers at fair market rate. We will be immediately adding about 25 more to our ranks, and whilst we keep our expenses 

and tastes to the bare minimum (nope, no business class travel for us, unless long haul) (nope, we’re not going to get an 

office at Singapore’s ultra-expensive Marina Bay area), we do expect to be spending about $9.6’M on the first year, to start 

with. Within 5 years, even at minimal luxury, it wouldn’t be unrealistic if about $80’M already (10+15+15+20+20). We’re very 

familiar with the costs of running a world-class global company. Plans may include outrightly purchasing our office and 

equipment, instead of paying rent or subscriptions. 

 

18.13 88.8 Billion coins? Isn’t that a bit much? Aren’t you worried if 

that is too much supply? 
There is no correlation between unit supply, and value or demand. If Bitcoin forked itself to 21 billion coins, from the original 

of 21 million, its current market capitalization will still be the same, i.e. if it’s at $200’B, it will stay and remain at about the 

same $200’B, in principle. You will have 1,000 times more Bitcoins, but the total value will still be the same. We believe that 

the cryptocurrency industry is still extremely young, and has nowhere to go but up – the “dot com” bubble was at nearly $7’T, 

while crypto is at comparatively abysmal total of about $0.7’T (at the time of writing this). As such, having a low unit number of 

tokens will result in unwieldy and cumbersome situations all the time; 

 

“How much is that coffee?” 

“Zero point zero zero zero one one five bitcoins.” 

“Wait how many zeroes was that.” 

“Uhmmm… one, two… three, sir.” 

“Wait no I meant, how many decimals are there?” 

“What?” 

“Can you repeat to me again?” 

“Urrrmmmm… Zero point zero zero zero zero one… sorry wait. Zero, point zero, zero….” 

 

God forbid if you punched in the wrong number of zeroes wrongly as a funds transfer – you just simply won’t get it back. (We 

have seen these happen too many times.) 

 

Mobitaels is inspired by currencies such as the Japanese Yen, Indian Rupee, (or RMB, IDR, VND, etc) instead, dispelling all 

ambiguity and vagueness, in terms of ridiculous decimal points. Also, thus the adoption of the word taels. 

 

If, for example each Mobitael becomes as unwieldy as Bitcoin is, at thousands of dollars per coin, we are prepared to fork it to 

multiples of hundreds, or more, to make sure that Mobitael remains fast, efficient, nimble, agile, and clear. We will base such 

decisions on the feedback of the Mobitael community at large – not unilaterally. 

 

18.14 Mobitaels is indivisible, zero decimals? 
Again, not only are Mobitaels is inspired by currencies such as the Japanese Yen, Indian Rupiah, (or RMB, IDR, VND, etc) 

instead, to dispel all ambiguity and vagueness, there are a number of upcoming, world-changing and industry-disrupting 

features of Mobitaels planned for the near future, and many of these are made even better if we make each Mobitael 

indivisible. We can’t share any of this information yet, because we need to maintain this edge over everyone else, sorry. 

Please do stay tuned, incredible times are coming. 

 

18.15 More Frequently Asked Questions 
Please refer to the website, and the members' area, for more FAQs, thank you. https://mobiuz.com/  
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18.16 What is MobiFund, MobiAid, and MobiUBI? 
MobiFund, or Mobiuz Development Fund, will be funds generated through every transaction ever (at a rate of 0.25%), that will 

go exclusively into maintaining and upgrading the Mobitael cryptocurrency to ensure that it remains at the forefront of the 

cryptocurrency scene. Reassuredly, Mobitael fans will always be safe in the knowledge that despite anything, Mobitaels will 

always be one of the best cryptos throughout all the years to come. 

 

MobiAid, originally called MobiCharity, at a rate of 0.5% of every transaction, will be used in a public, altruistic manner, 

supported and steered by the community, to run Philanthropic, Altruistic, and Social Development, Support, Aid, Relief and 

many more of such activities on a regular basis. We have been advised by our lawyers to not use the words Charity nor 

Donations until more paperwork and SOPs have been concretized better. 

 

MobiUBI, or Mobiuz Universal Basic Income, will be an offshoot/ branch-out from MobiAid, and will be the world's first truly 

bonafide and independently self-funded and ubiquitous Universal Basic Income system that does not wait on Officials, 

Governments, or Policy-Makers worldwide to get off their comfy rear-ends to do something about the deteriorating 

conditions of people worldwide to make a much-needed difference. As it is, automation is killing jobs everywhere, and just 

like time and tide, automation does not wait. 

 

We have decided to withhold all information on the above subjects until further notice. Please do stay tuned! 

 

The majority of the Mobiuz Founding Members are intensely driven by the above Social, Altruistic, Philanthropic aspect of 

Mobiuz, which is how we are so passionate to make Mobiuz a tremendous success. 

 

What we do in life, echoes in eternity. <3 
 

 

19 Roadmap and Achievements
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20 Let’s Help Maintain the Tone 
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21 Videos 
 

What is Mobiuz? 
 

 
 

 

 

Mobiuz is the Blockchain Revolution in Advertising 
 

 
 

 

 

Mobiuz - DRIPsolutely  

(D.ecentralized R.eferral I.ncentive P.rogram for MobiBassadors) 
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22 Appendix, Downloads, and Links 
 Mobiuz Video 001: https://youtu.be/N_V3_GJDS6Y  

 Mobiuz Video 002: https://youtu.be/dTI-gyrFaqc  

 Mobiuz Video 003 (DRIP): https://youtu.be/n_Lva4WaImw  

 Mobiuz PPTX Full Presentation: https://mobiuz.com/resources/Mobiuz_PPTX_Full_Presentation.zip  

 The Mobiuz MOU for Fleet Operators (MBTOP as example): https://mobiuz.com/resources/MBTOP-Mobiuz_MOU.zip 

 SPRING Singapore submission: https://mobiuz.com/resources/SPRING-Mobiuz_Submission.zip 

 Mobiuz 10-pager introduction: https://mobiuz.com/resources/Mobiuz_10-page_Introduction.zip 

 This Whitepaper: https://mobiuz.com/resources/Mobiuz_Whitepaper.pdf  

 Mobitaels Repository Internal Memo: https://mobiuz.com/resources/Mobiuz_Repository_Internal_Memo.zip 

 Social Media: 

o Bitcointalk Ann Thread: https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=3006022.0  

o Telegram Announcements: https://t.me/mobiuzcrypto_ann 

o Telegram Chat (EN): https://t.me/mobiuzcrypto  

o Telegram Chat (DE): https://t.me/mobiuzcrypto_de 

o Telegram Chat (RU): https://t.me/mobiuzcrypto_ru 

o Telegram Chat (SG, MY, ID, BN): https://t.me/mobiuzcrypto_ba   

o Telegram Airdrop: https://t.me/MobiuzLove  

o Discord: https://discord.gg/98Rx3A6  

o Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/mobiuzcrypto/ 

o Facebook Group: https://www.facebook.com/groups/MobiuzLove 

o LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/mobiuz/ 

o LinkedIn Group: https://www.linkedin.com/groups/10370618  

o Reddit: https://www.reddit.com/r/mobiuzcrypto/  

o YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCfuHHI4t5JSrbzmFJb9Cqrw 

 Contact 

o Kairos Siddhartha Kaizen, CEO: ks.kaizen@mobiuz.com 

o Frederic Tubale, CIO: frederic.tubale@mobiuz.com 

o Ponchit Ponce-Enrile Rocha, CMO: ponchit.rocha@mobiuz.com 

o Ronald DeGuzman, CCO: ronald.deguzman@mobiuz.com 

o Rakesh Moturi, CFO: rakesh.m@mobiuz.com 

o Bryan Woods, CRDO: bryan.woods@mobiuz.com 

o Prity Khastgir, CLO: prity.khastgir@mobiuz.com 

o Luke Henderson, COO: luke.henderson@mobiuz.com 

o Rudolf Mauch, CFO: rudolf.mauch@mobiuz.com  

o Oleh Merezhko, Head of Core & Proximuz: oleh.merezhko@mobiuz.com 
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